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SPRUCE PINE – Children wove potholders and sold them two for 25 cents to raise
money for Blue Ridge Regional Hospital when it was being created in the 1950s. Em-
ployers in the area even gave workers time off so they could help with the hospital’s
construction.

In the early 1970s, after the Angel family decided to sell the hospital they built in
Franklin, a banner hung over West Main Street urging people to give to “Operation
Heartbeat.” The communitywide fundraising drive helped turn what is now Angel
Medical Center into a nonprofit.

And for years, donations from wealthy — and not-so-wealthy — philanthropists
have kept Highlands-Cashiers Hospital in southeastern Macon County afloat, reg-
ularly covering annual operating deficits.

Today, people in communities served by those three hospitals, the most rural in
the Mission Health system, are watching anxiously to see whether Mission’s pro-
posed sale to HCA Healthcare will help keep the three institutions alive or remove
them from life support.

The new Mission McDowell Hospital opened in Marion adjacent to its old facility
earlier this year. MATT BURKHARTT/CITIZEN TIMES

Mission-HCA
deal may hurt
rural hospitals

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. – Purdue Phar-
ma has one message for states such as
Tennessee complaining that their top-
selling drug – Oxycontin – is killing
thousands of people every year: Talk
to the FDA.

Newly unsealed records show the
FDA listened to operatives secretly paid
by Purdue Pharma and its fellow opioid
makers when the agency refused to put
limits on how much Oxycontin could be
prescribed and for how long.

Purdue: We’re FDA approved

Tennessee’s attorney general is su-
ing Purdue Pharma on behalf of tax-
payers in Knox County Circuit Court
for the deadly opioid epidemic plagu-
ing the state and the nation. USA
TODAY NETWORK-Tennessee and the
Tennessee Coalition for Open Govern-
ment sued to make that lawsuit public.

It contains internal records from
the Oxycontin maker that had been
kept under wraps – despite a plethora
of similar lawsuits. The complaint was
unsealed last week.

Purdue told USA TODAY
NETWORK-Tennessee via a spokes-
man last week the firm would be filing
a response to Tennessee Attorney

Pharma co.
relies on
FDA rules it
helped write
Jamie Satterfield
Knoxville News Sentinel
USA TODAY NETWORK - TENNESSEE

Linda Roberts picks up her
10-month-old son Asher from child
care before lunch time at Susannah’s
House, a faith-based intensive
outpatient program for mothers
recovering from substance abuse.
Susannah’s House provides child care
while mothers take classes.
CAITIE MCMEKIN/USA TODAY NETWORK 

See PURDUE, Page 11A

Big company,
big-city hospitals
Most of the hospitals owned
by HCA Healthcare, based in
Nashville, Tennessee, are
located in or near metropol-
itan areas and are larger than
most hospitals serving rural
communities. The company’s
distribution is different than
figures for the United States
as a whole for what are called
“community” hospitals, typi-
cally those serving a general
population.

HCA Healthcare

500+ beds: 14 hospitals, 8.1%
of company total

100-499 beds: 135 hospitals,
78.5%

50-99 beds: 14 hospitals,
8.1%

0-49 beds: 9, hospitals 5.2%

U.S. community hospitals

500+ beds: 273 hospitals,
5.5% of total

100-499 beds: 2,065 hospi-
tals, 41.9%

50-99 beds: 934 hospitals,
19%

0-49 beds: 1,654, hospitals,
33.6%

Notes: HCA Healthcare num-
bers are from April 2018.
National figures are for 2014
and are from the National
Center for Health Statistics.

There were 5,627 hospitals of
all types in the U.S. in 2014.
Of those, 213 were owned by
the federal government.
Figures above are for the
4,926 community hospitals. See MISSION, Page 4A
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The worry is that a behemoth, for-
profit company that has primarily fo-
cused its business on hospitals in larg-
er communities will not make Mis-
sion’s smaller hospitals a priority and
will be unwilling to keep the doors
open over the long term if they have fi-
nancial struggles.

For the most part, HCA “doesn’t do”
rural hospitals, says Jean Hunt, a
Burnsville resident who has been keep-
ing a close eye on the Mission-HCA deal.

“In all of their years, their goal has
been large and metropolitan hospitals
that either make money or have the
potential to make money with the kind
of methods they use,” said Hunt,
whose career was in medical behavior-
al science.

HCA — with 177 hospitals and 119 sur-
gery centers in the United States and
United Kingdom and more than
240,000 employees under its umbrella
— sees things differently, saying it does
operate in rural areas and hopes to use
its size and expertise to continue Mis-
sion’s legacy.

Rural hospitals are experiencing
tough times nationwide, with an aver-
age of one closing each month. Difficul-
ty making ends meet on payments from
Medicare and Medicaid and the trou-
bled economies of the communities
they serve are among the reasons.

A Mission official says all five of the
system’s hospitals outside Buncombe
County — a list that also includes
somewhat larger hospitals in Brevard
and Marion — were in “economic dis-
tress” before becoming part of Mission
Health. Jodi Libasci stands across from Angel Medical Center with her children, Brody, 7,

and Arleigh, 3, in protest of the loss of labor and delivery services in Macon
County last spring in Franklin. ANGELA WILHELM/CITIZEN TIMES 

Mission
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See MISSION, Page 6A

There are plenty of reasons to worry
about the future of any rural hospital, as is
happening now in Western North Carolina
communities with small hospitals in the
Mission Health system.

In Mission's case, a proposed deal
would see it acquired by Nashville-
based, for-profit HCA Healthcare Inc.,
an industry behemoth with 177 hospi-
tals and 119 surgery centers in the United
States and United Kingdom.

Regardless of questions over wheth-
er that would be a good or bad thing for
Mission's rural hospitals, there is no
doubt small hospitals are struggling.

The Sheps Center for Health Services
Research at UNC Chapel Hill says 85 ru-
ral hospitals nationwide have closed
since 2010 and suggests that more may
follow. It found in October 2016 that 8.1
percent of rural hospitals nationwide
and 16.6 percent in the South are "at
high risk of financial distress."

It is no coincidence that many of the
hospitals having trouble are located in the
South, said professor Christina Dalton,

who teaches health economics at Wake
Forest University. Most states in the re-
gion have declined to expand Medicaid
despite the offer of federal funding
through the Affordable Care Act.

Hospitals are required by law to treat
those who show up at their doorstep.
People with lower incomes often have
no money to pay hospital bills. In states
where eligibility for Medicaid is more
restricted, it is harder for hospitals to
collect what they are owed.

Medicaid is only one issue for rural
hospitals, Dalton said, and many
closed before Medicaid expansion was
even an option for their state.

The list of other challenges is a long
one and includes demographics, econo-

mies of scale and attractiveness to phy-
sicians.

Rural residents are older than their
urban counterparts, and, "As we get
older, we get more expensive" to treat,
Dalton said. The median age, the point
at which half are higher and half are
lower, in rural America is 51 but only 45
in urban areas, the Census Bureau said
in 2016. 

While older people have illnesses
that cost more to treat, they are more
likely to be covered by government in-
surance programs whose reimburse-
ment payments are stingier than pri-
vate insurance, Dalton said. The gov-
ernment does, however, offer higher
reimbursement rates to certain rural
hospitals but they come with restric-
tions and challenges.

Smaller numbers of patients mean
the costs of buying new equipment at a
rural hospital are spread across fewer
people. Some observers suggest that in
an area when insurers are trying to en-
courage health care providers to keep
people out of the hospital, the nation's
network of rural hospitals is overbuilt.

It doesn't help that the population
base is shrinking in many rural areas or

growing more slowly than in urban
America. The country's rural population
has declined during most years of this
decade while the growth rate for urban
areas typically ranged between 0.6 per-
cent and 1 percent a year.

Hospitals rely on local physicians to
send patients their way.

But persuading physicians to come to
a rural area might be a challenge even if
its population is increasing, and the pros-
pect of setting up a practice to service a
stagnant or declining number of custom-
ers certainly doesn't help

"It's very hard to keep young doctors
in this area. It's hard to recruit them,"
said Highlands Mayor Patrick Taylor.
"Some of the family members don't like
the isolation."

Results of academic studies of wheth-
er for-profit or not-for-profit ownership is
more likely to keep a rural hospital open
are "pretty mixed," Dalton said.

A nonprofit is more likely to see con-
tinued operations as part of its mission,
she said, but may not be as aggressive in
making cuts to create a smaller but more
efficient operation.

"They sort of bleed money longer," Dal-
ton said.

Small-town hospitals close across NC
Mark Barrett
Asheville Citizen Times
USA TODAY NETWORK "It's very hard to keep young

doctors in this area. It's hard

to recruit them. Some of the

family members don't like

the isolation."
Highlands Mayor Patrick Taylor
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The operating margin for the five collectively is now
in the black and their overall financial condition is
good, said Rowena Buffett Timms, Mission’s senior
vice president for government and community rela-
tions. But she said it is “extremely unlikely” any of the
five, with the possible exception of Mission Hospital
McDowell in Marion, would be able to turn a profit or
break even if they tried to operate on their own.

Blockbuster deal sparks worries

Mission and HCA announced in March they had
signed a letter of intent providing for Mission’s sale to
HCA. Since then, HCA has been learning more about
Mission’s operations, and the two sides have been ne-
gotiating a final sales agreement.

Mission President and CEO Ron Paulus said recently
he hopes the agreement will be completed in August. It
would then be subject to review by the state Department
of Justice. If that goes according to plan, Mission would
become part of HCA late this year or in early 2019.

Proceeds from the sale, possibly $1 billion to $2 bil-
lion or more, would go to a nonprofit foundation
charged with improving health in Western North Caro-
lina. HCA would be prohibited from closing a hospital
in the years immediately following the deal.

The Mission-HCA deal would unite a nonprofit or-
ganization that dominates the delivery of health care
in WNC with a for-profit company that is the largest of
its type in the United States.

The response from people served by Mission’s
smaller hospitals has been mixed. There had been no
public hint of the possibility of a deal before the letter
of intent was announced, and some residents say the
news blindsided them.

A group with concerns over health care issues in
Avery, Mitchell and Yancey counties — the primary
service area for Blue Ridge Hospital — has drawn up a
list of what they regard as essential health care ser-
vices and is pushing for guarantees they will be pre-
served. The group, called SEARCH, has not taken a po-
sition on whether it favors or opposes the sale.

“Our biggest concern is that we continue to have a
viable hospital right here, that we don’t have to drive
an hour” to Marion or Asheville for hospital care, said
Risa Larson, a Mitchell County resident who is one of
SEARCH’s leaders.

SEARCH formed in response to Mission’s decision
last year to stop delivering babies at Blue Ridge. It is also
pushing to ensure people in rural WNC have some say in
how money from the proposed foundation is spent.

Other local residents have formed a different group
seeking to have Blue Ridge excluded from the sale to
HCA and returned to local control. If the sale does go
through, Save Our Hospital wants Blue Ridge’s share of
the sale price to go to a separate foundation to be direct-
ed by people who live in Blue Ridge’s service area.

An online petition stating those demands has
drawn more than 700 signatures.

“HCA buys these hospital systems, and then they
close down the rural hospitals because they don’t
make money,” said the Rev. Robbie Sweetser, a mem-
ber of the group.

“I think there are other hospital systems that have a
better track record,” he said.

There hasn’t been as much community activism on
hospital issues lately in Macon County and southern
Jackson County, but some residents say the possibility
of sale heightens worries about the future of Angel and
Highlands-Cashiers.

“Some people are wondering what the outcome is of
this happening,” Highlands Mayor Patrick Taylor said.
“I’d say that they’d hate to see the community assets
be lost through a for-profit corporation.”

Does HCA know where Spruce Pine is?

Rural hospitals make up a much larger proportion of
HCA’s business than they do for the hospital industry
in general in the United States.

Just more than 90 percent of hospitals in the United
States not operated by the federal government are
considered “community” hospitals. A little more than
half of those are licensed for fewer than 100 beds.

However, only 13 percent of the hospitals HCA owns
in the U.S. are that small.

The federal government considers four of the hospi-
tals HCA would acquire in the Mission Health deal —
Angel, Blue Ridge, Highlands-Cashiers and Transylva-
nia — to be critical access hospitals. The designation

typically goes to smaller hospitals serving more isolat-
ed areas.

Federal rules for them are more flexible and govern-
ment payments for care are more generous.

By contrast, only two of 172 hospitals HCA owns in
the U.S. have critical access hospital status.

Medicare and Medicaid payments make up a much
smaller percentage of revenue for HCA than they do for
rural hospitals in the Mission Health system.

HCA spokesman Harlow Sumerford says HCA man-
ages an additional five critical access hospitals that
are owned by others and operates 20 hospitals in com-
munities that can be considered rural.

“Our approach for 50 years has been to enhance
clinical excellence by using our scale and resources to
support our caregivers, and we take that same ap-
proach to rural health care,” he said. “We understand
and are privileged to provide care to many rural com-
munities across the country.”

He and Paulus note expectations that the Mission-
HCA sale agreement will include provisions requiring
HCA to keep hospitals and other major services open
for a minimum period of time, probably five years.

After that, Paulus has said, if a hospital has lost mon-
ey for two consecutive years despite reasonable efforts
by HCA, the company could offer it for sale. A hospital
could be closed only if no buyer steps forward, he said.

Buffett Timms said because the agreement has not
been finalized, “There are no final, definitive answers”
to the question of what protections the smaller hospi-
tals will enjoy.

But, she said, HCA “has a very strong track record of
enhancing the operations of its hospitals ... (and) a
proven history of investing in the communities it
serves and supporting healthcare in each community.”

Paulus told Buncombe County commissioners and
Asheville City Council in June there would be few bar-
riers to closing one of the small hospitals today should
he decide to do so.

Being part of HCA will make the Mission system
more efficient and thus more viable over the long term,
he said. If the deal does not go through, other cuts like
last year’s decision to stop delivering babies at Angel
could follow, Paulus added.

“I have a whole list of things I have to change if we’re
going to remain independent,” he said.

Some critics of the deal in rural parts of WNC are not
convinced, saying Mission has not made their hospitals
a priority and HCA would be even less likely to do so.

Mission’s stake in rural hospitals

When Mission ended labor and delivery in Franklin,
“It was clear that Angel was just a little cog in their ma-
chine and no longer of great significance,” said Linda
Tyler, who retired after spending 25 years as a public
health nurse in the county.

But she said HCA may treat Angel even worse.
“If Mission is sold to an even larger organization,

we’re going to be even a smaller piece with no say-so in
what happens,” Tyler said.

Buffett Timms has said she expects HCA to con-
tinue plans to build a new Angel Medical Center that
Mission has already announced.

Hunt, the Burnsville resident, saids Blue Ridge is al-
ready “an endangered species” as part of the Mission
system because it is a rural hospital and publicly avail-
able financial data say it has lost money.

The hospital’s federal tax return for 2016 says it had
$42.1 million in revenue and lost $2.2 million. Losses
the previous year were $61,799.

“If in five years it’s still losing money, it won’t be via-
ble for HCA,” Hunt said.

Buffett Timms said each of Mission’s regional hospitals
was in economic distress before joining Mission Health.

Mission gave Blue Ridge emergency funds even be-
fore it joined the Asheville-based system; McDowell
“had depleted its cash and was unable to buy equip-
ment or pay vendors”; Angel was not meeting its debt
obligations, and Highlands-Cashiers was losing nearly
$5 million a year, she said.

Buffett Timms said Mission’s rural hospitals have col-
lectively gone from losing money in fiscal year 2010 to a
positive operating margin of $11.7 million in fiscal year 2017.

However, each hospital is technically a separate legal
entity and debts to the Mission system now total nearly
$80 million, Buffett Timms said. The debts will be wiped
away if Mission is sold to HCA, but would have to be paid
off if a hospital is sold to another party, she said.

Blue Ridge owes Mission more than $10 million, she
said, and, if it left the system, would have to come up
with about $20 million to repay that, its initial pur-
chase price, interest forgiven on bond debt and work-
ing capital.

Becoming part of HCA will give the hospitals the
benefit of HCA’s ability to make hospitals more effi-
cient through its expertise and ability to get favorable
prices for purchases because of its size. she said.

Mission’s governing board for Blue Ridge “has no
desire to be excluded from the sale” and advocates of
such a move don’t understand the difficulties Blue
Ridge would face paying for equipment or attracting
doctors if it were independent, Buffett Timms said.

Mission
Continued from Page 4A

This banner in downtown Franklin was part of a community campaign in the early 1970s to turn what is now
Angel Medical Center into a community nonprofit. Some people in Macon County worry that the proposed
sale of Mission Health could threaten Angel's future. COURTESY BOB SCOTT 
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“While it’s easy to understand why
those who don’t appreciate the chal-
lenges and complexity of operating a ru-
ral hospital in today’s environment may
reflexively and emotionally ‘want “their”
hospital back,’ it is unlikely that any
knowledgeable observer would believe
that is a realistic possibility,” she said.

Some critics, however, say putting
Blue Ridge or the other rural hospitals
under local control would not necessar-
ily mean they would operate on their
own. Rather, the small hospitals would
just affiliate with other health care sys-
tems with a better track record in rural
areas than HCA’s.

Does Macon County get a say?

A big selling point for the Mission-
HCA deal has been the resulting cre-
ation of a foundation that will get the
proceeds. Paulus has said it might
spend $50 million to $100 million a year
in WNC, probably on improving social
determinants of health — a category
that can include everything from home-
lessness, transportation to health care
facilities, poverty, crime or access to
places to get exercise.

Some critics say the way Mission has
operated in rural communities and has
handled discussions of a possible sale
indicates people who live in areas
served by the small hospitals are likely
to be left out of the conversation around
how to spend the money.

And tax law means a mechanism
Highlands-Cashiers Hospital has used
to stay afloat may no longer be available
to it if for-profit ownership takes over.

Franklin Mayor Bob Scott remembers
carrying a carousel projector with pho-
tos to meetings of “every organized
community club in Macon County” to
persuade them to give money to the ef-
fort to turn what was then Angel Hospi-
tal into a locally controlled nonprofit.

“It was going to be a true community
hospital,” he said.

Now, he said, he has trouble getting
HCA officials to talk about their inten-
tions if the sale happens and what he
hears from Mission sounds more like a
sales pitch and less like an attempt to
solicit local input.

Mission has cut services at Angel and

is focused more on building up its main
facilities in Buncombe County, he said.

“It’s almost as if they are building an
empire in Asheville, a medical empire,”
he said.

There are similar worries in Mitchell
County.

“It seems as though Mission wants to
build this huge hospital in Asheville and
use us as a feeder,” said Sweetser, the
pastor pushing for local control of Blue
Ridge. “I think the community ought to
have more input.”

The Mission Health board would ap-
point the board for the new foundation.
A big problem advocates for the rural
hospitals have with that is only three
members of the 18-member Mission
Health board live outside Buncombe
County — and one of those, who lives in
Madison County, is in Mission Hospi-
tal’s service area.

One member is from McDowell
County, another is from Transylvania
County. None is from the primary ser-
vice areas of either Angel, Blue Ridge or
Highlands-Cashiers.

Larson, head of the SEARCH group of
Blue Ridge hospital backers, does not want
to see the foundation run the same way.

“We want to make sure we have some
say on how that foundation is formed
and governed,” she said.

Similar concerns have come up be-
fore. Some physicians in communities
served by Blue Ridge complained in
2015 about Mission moves they said
hurt the hospital.

“We need more voice,” Dr. Dorothy De-
Guzman, of Burnsville, said at the time.

Buffett Timms said a regional com-
mittee that includes some Mission
board members and people who live
around WNC advises the system’s gov-
erning board. The main board’s mem-
bers have “deep and strong ties to the
region,” and it would be a mistake to fill
seats on the board based on geographi-
cal representation, she said.

Mission Health is a large operation in
a complex industry, she said.

“While it is certainly likely that some-
one could both live outside Buncombe
County and have great competence, pas-
sion, time and more, the point here is that
it is competence, skills, time and align-
ment that matter most in effective gov-
ernance,” Buffett Timms added.

But she said the Mission Health board
believes geographic diversity is among
the most important criteria for choosing
members of the foundation board.

Tax law will generally prohibit the
new foundation, plus those that already
exist to benefit hospitals in the Mission
Health system, from spending assets to
directly benefit a for-profit entity like
HCA. The idea in the law is that the tax
benefits a nonprofit enjoys can’t be used
to help a private company make money,
or lose less of it.

That could be a serious problem for
Highlands-Cashiers. The Highlands-
Cashiers Hospital Foundation had as-
sets of nearly $20 million at the end of
2016 and has routinely used investment
income to make up operating deficits at
the hospital.

Indications so far are that that will no
longer be possible if the hospital is
owned by HCA.

Although the deficit for the 2017 fiscal
year before foundation support was only
about $100,000, according to figures pro-
vided by Buffett Timms, it averaged $3.7
million over the past eight years.

The HCA deal is the hospital’s “very
best opportunity to be sustainable over
the long term, she said.

Taylor, the Highlands mayor, worries
it will be even harder for justify keeping
Highlands-Cashiers open without foun-
dation support.

“It’s difficult to keep a hospital of that
size operational. The money just isn’t
there,” he said.

Hospital closure ‘would kill us’

When hospitals in WNC’s smaller
towns were established, medical tech-
nology was simpler, driving times to a
larger city like Asheville or Henderson-
ville were longer and innovations like
tele-medicine or helicopter ambulances
to bridge the distance in between were
not in use.

Nationally, some say it doesn’t make
sense for the United States to have as
many hospitals as it does.

Supporters of rural hospitals in the
Mission Health system say they recog-
nize that their local institutions face
threats that do not stem from Mission or
HCA and they will be challenged regard-
less of whether the deal goes through.

“Can (smaller) communities support
a hospital any more? I just don’t know,”
Scott said.

But they also say the value of the hos-
pitals to their communities is great
enough that they are certainly worth
saving.

“I think it would be devastating to the
community if we did not have a hospi-
tal,” Tyler said.

Care for injuries and sudden illnesses
would suffer if there were no local emer-
gency room and families and friends would
be less likely to visit those hospitalized
elsewhere in the region, she said. After dis-
charge, Macon residents would find it diffi-
cult to get to physicians’ offices in other
towns for follow-up care, she said.

Hospitals are major employers in
their communities and help attract phy-
sicians and other employers.

If Blue Ridge closed, “It would kill us,”
Sweetser said. “We’ve lost the factories,
we’ve lost the mills. We’re already losing
population. ... How can you attract in-
dustry by saying, ‘Oh, by the way, we
have no medical facilities’ ?” 

Mission
Continued from Page 6A

What’s part of 
Mission Health?
Components of the Asheville-based
nonprofit health system include:

❚ Mission Hospital in Asheville. It is
licensed for 770 beds and has 9,000
employees.

❚ Mission Children’s Hospital in Asheville.

❚ Angel Medical Center in Franklin. It is
licensed for 59 beds and has 325 em-
ployees.

❚ Blue Ridge Regional Hospital. Located
in Spruce Pine, it is licensed for 46 beds
and has 350 employees.

❚ CarePartners. The Asheville-based
agency provides rehabilitation, home
health and other non-acute care. It has
1,200 employees.

❚ Highlands-Cashiers Hospital. The
hospital in Highlands is licensed for 24
beds and has 150 employees.

❚ Mission Hospital McDowell. Located
in Marion, it is licensed for 65 beds, al-
though Mission says the new facility actu-
ally has only 25. It has 450 employees.

❚ Mission Medical Associates. They
physician group practice arm of Mission
it has practices in several Western
North Carolina counties with about 180
physicians and a little more than 400
other staffers.

❚ Transylvania Regional Hospital. Lo-
cated in Brevard, it is licensed for 92
beds and has 420 employees.

Source: Mission Health


